The main ingredients for the proof are:
Lemma 1 (,'3 X 3 Lemma" Jl] where c denotes complexificat.on. The commutativity of the lower right-hand square follows from the naturality of localization. The upper right-hand square is also homotopy commutative since the maps i and i correspond to Prauer lifting [1-l] . The top row is a homotopy fibration by definition. The middle fibration is well-known and localizing a fibration of simple spaces yields a fibration. The two right-most columns are homotopy fibrations by a result of Friedlander [3] . Since BU is simply-connected, the "3 X 3 Lemma" yields (a). To obtain (b), one need only observe that r1 (B, O@,) = nl (B, 0) 8 ZtP, = 0, since p is odd.
Remark. We provide here an alternate cohomological proof of (b) away from the prime 2. Firstly, since the hyperbolic functor commutes with Brauer lifting we obtain the following map on fibers:
To show the existence of a lifting in the diagram:
we claim: fi, (,%Q ZlpZ) = 0. Consider the modp Serre spectral sequence of the top fibration of (*) localized away from 2. This localization kills the fundamental group of the base space. Now since the modp homology of the base and total space are zero [4], the claim follows away from the prime 2. But inverting the prime 2 does not affect modp homology, and we can conclude the lifting exists. (Note the result follows similarly for rational coefficients). We show now the lifting is a homotopy equivalence, away from 2. Certainly: fi, (F) = 0 for modp and rational coefficients since 7r1 (= O/U) = 0. Suppose 1 is a prime distinct from p. From ( * ) we obtain a map of mod I Serre spectral sequences, where we assume all spaces involved are localized away from 2:
(B.O@,)+, H' (,%p,,, Z/M)) _ H"" (BG

Since 7r,(BO( vl (B O[$])
, the local coefficients are trivial. Using results of [IO] we have mod I cohomology isomorphisms on the base and total spaces of (*!, hence the usual comparison t orem gives us our desired mod1 cohomology isomorphism. The Whitehead orem for nilpotent spaces now completes the proof.
We can now present a simple proof of the aroubi conjecture for the algebraic closure of the prime field.
H. L. Hi&r / Karoubi theory of finite fiekls
Corobwy
There exists a hsmotopy equivalence:
where b denotes the usI la1 Bott homotopy equivalence. The right-hand square commutes since local&aft1 on commutes with the formation of loop spaces and is functorial. The induced reap on fibres produces the desired homotopy equivalence.
Remark.
It is easy to see that the Karoubi theories are limit-preserving functors. Indeed, this follows immediately from the facts that the K, and L * theories are limit-preserving and the long exact sequences of the defining homotopy fibrations of the Karoubi spaces. Hence one can obtain a weak version of Corollary 1 from the Karoubi conjecture for finite fields, [S) or [6], i.e. on the algebraic, not homotopytheoretic, level.
Turning to the computation of the Karoubi theory of finite fields, one can easily construct the following table (Table 1) . Table 1 ial ( where 4 is odd and ? indicates that the extension is ambiguous. If 4 is a power of 2, ) and we compute similarly (see Table 2 ).
f course, in both tables, we are using uillen's and Friedlander's computations and L-theory of finite fields [II] , [4] . Also, we are assuming the evaluation of the maps F, and H *, which is obtained by comparing with the Proof. We consider the case -,Uai+s(Fq). We have the long exact sequence induced by fibration (b) of Proposition 0:
But s,i+,(Sp/U) = 0 and mei+6(Sp/U) = 2. SO we need only check the Adams operations behave correctly. Viewing +!F as an endomorphism of the fibration: Sp/U + BU + BSp and taking homotopy groups we readily obtain the commutative square:
qu+a(S /u)A ntti+h(BU)
;Lq
P 1
Ilr'
~,i+6(Splu)~ vu+e(BU)
But it is well-known that he action of Qq on mu+a( = R(S8'+6) is multiplication by q4'+? Hence -1 Usi+s( 9) = Z/q 4i +3 -1 as desire he other cases follow similarly.
Remark. The result also follows from the Karoubi conjecture for finite fields.
The extensions in the groups tl Ugi+T ( are all split, i.e. (
